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THE ARTICLE IN MODERN ENGLISH 

A. STEPONA VIelUS 

Recent approaches to the article represent, as a rule, attempts to solve the 
problem in terms of grammatical categories. When structurally orientated, such 
works aim, first of all, at disclosing the oppositions upon which the system of 
the article is based. The main thing here is to discern the grammatical meaning 
of the category. And here, to start with, a structuralist finds himself in a rather 
difficult position. While a traditionalist in his atomistic approach is quite satis
fied with the separate particular meanings he discerns and he may well see the fi
nal goal of his analysis in them, a structuralist must disclose the meaning which 
would cover separate particular meanings and which could be taken for the dis
tinctive semantic feature in distinguishing the members of the opposition in que
stionl • 

Determining the grammatical meaning of the category of article is an especial
ly difficult task. Nor is it ~asy to determine on the basis of this meaning the 
actual scope of the category. And in this connection it may be well worth remark
ing that we may think, as a rule, those theories better which account for more 
linguistic facts and leave less room for "exceptions". According to one of the 
newer interpretations, nouns with the definite article the have particular mea
ning and nouns with the indefinite article a (a n) have general meaning. Particular 
meaning is disclosed as a totality of generic and individual features, and general 
meaning, as a totality of generic features. But the opposition particular v. general 
does not always apply, because there are cases when both nouns with the and 
nouns with a (an) have "general" meaning, and, what is even more embarrassing, 
nouns with the definite article may be even more generalizing ·than those with 
the indcl'inite article (cp. The tiger is a ferocious animal and A tiger is a fero
cious animal). As a way out, a limitation is imposed upon the system: the oppo' 
sition is declared valid in the case of what is called particular Correlation, i. e: 
when nouns name particular objects or phenomena, but invalid in the case of general 

1 Morphological oppositions, we hold, always prove to be biDary, so the grammatical 
meaoiDg of a category will characterize only one set of liDguistic units, which may be termed the 
marked members of an opposition, while the other set will be lacking this meaoiDg and, conse
quently, will be termed the unmarked members of the opposition. 

• M. B. HHKHTHH, KaTeropHlI apTHKnll B 3HrnHAcKoM lISLlKe, <l>pYHse, 1961. 
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'orrelation, t e. when nouns name species of objects, phenomena, without corre
lating with any particular object or phenomenon. It is rather difficult to see why 
cases like A (the) flag is a symbol (general correlation) and cases like This is 
a (the) flag (we have found) (particular correlation) should be treated as 
quite different grammatical phenomena and even how the two correlations can 
always be told apart'. 

The most common theory of the article prescribes the two meanings of definite
ness (familiarity, determination) and indefiniteness to the definite and the inde
finite articles respectively. Definiteness is made the grammatical meaning of the 
category of article by D. G. Radchenko (Radchenko calls it the category of spe
cification)'. The scheme of the article as drawn by Radchenko is important in that 
it classifies nouns with the indefinite article (a boo k) and nouns with the "zero
article" (books, water) as alloforms of the same indefinite specification, opposing 
the indefinite specification to the definite specification (nouns with the: the 
horse(s) we've bought; the water in our well; the horse is a domes
tic anima,l; the sun). As for the meaning of definiteness (or indefiniteness), 
it cannot account for some cases of article usage properly. We would rather de
fine the grammatical meaning of the category as isolation, which characterizes 
the world-groups "the+ noun" as the marked members of the opposi
tion. Here it will not be for the first time that the meaning of a noun with the 
definite article is referred to as isolation. This meaning is sometimes called iso
lation by P. Christophersen, though usually Christophersen holds that the marks 
familiarity and ,a (an) marks unity·. G. M. Raikhel8 and V. I. Plotkin' also speak 
about the isolative meaning of the definite article. 

Isolation is said to be always implying contrast: the contrast must be between 
the isolated object(s) and the other objects of the same class, between the isolat
ed display of some abstract notion and the other possible displays of the same 
notion, between the isolated portion of material and the rest of it". Yet we shall 
be nearer the truth, if we define the meaning as isolation irrespective of whether 
any contrast is implied or not. We may trace this general meaning of isolation 

• Or let us take, for instance, the two sentences The (a) dog is a vigilant animal and This dog 
is a vigilant animal. The correlation of the noun animal in the second sentence must be particular. 
But what is the correlation of the same noUD animal iD the first sentence? If it is general, as we 
may thiDk, a strict line of demarcation is drawn between the two usages, though it would be a 
mere absurdity to observe such a distiDction in practice. 

, See, first of all. ll. r. PaJl "eH KO, K Bonpocy 0 CHCTeMe aHrJlHilcKHX apTHKJle •. -
lIepHDBRUKHU roc. YH-T, HaY"HblA elKeroJlHHK'" 1957 rOJl, CTp. 278-2SO. 

• P. Christophersen, The Articles, Copeohagen-London, 1939, § ID (p. 28), § 21 (p. 53), 
§ 30 (p. 71), etc. Cbristophersen's book on accoUDt of rich material and many subtle observations 
ranks as the most important work on the English article . 

• r. M. PaAXeJlb, Bblp"",eHHe oTHoweHHu K KJlaccy OJlHOPOJlHblX npeJlMeTOB cYllleCTBII
TenbHblMH coBpeMeHHoro 8HrJlHAcKoro R3h1K8. - "BonpoCbl Sl3hlK03H8HHH", 1966. N~ 6, CTp. 

76-SO . 
., B. 51. nnoTKHH, CHCTeM8 rpaMM8THlJeCKHX K8reropHA "MeHU cymecTBHTeJlbHoro B 

coapeMeHHoM aHrnHHCKOM R3h1Ke. - Xl H3YllH3R ceCCBR HOBOCH6HpcKoro roe. neJl. HHCTHTYTa. 

Bbln. 6; I1HocTPaHHble R3b1KH, HOBocH6HpcK, 1967, cTP. 61-71. 
• It is necesslllY to add that vel)' oRen the definiteness theories also admit a similar contrast: 

what is familiar is said to be narrower than the whole genus, and so the familiar is said to be cont
rasted to the 'rest of the genus. 
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in practically all the cases of the use of the definite article, though, depending upon 
the number arid the lexical character of a noun, as well as context, this meaning 
may undergo certain modifications. The meaning is "one object in isolation" 
when the is used with a countable noun in the singular. The same meaning charac
terizes Unica (the sun, the moon, the sky, the Universe, the firma
ment). From the point of view of the article, there is nothing out of the ordinary 
about these nouns, except that their isolation is permanent". In a similar manner 
the meaning is "a number of objects in isolation" when the is used with 
a plural noun. An uncountable noun with the definite article will denote an is 0 I a te d 
portion of material or an isolated display of some abstract notion 
(quality, activity, etc.). In some contexts the generalizing isolative meaning 
is met with. These contexts are such that a singular or a plural noun denotes th 

whole genus, not part of it. In this respect nouns with the generalizing isolative 
meaning are rather like Unica. The number of the countable nouns that may be 
used in the singular with this meaning is quite limited. Christophersen distin
guishes' five main types of such nouns: (I) types of men (the lunatic, the lover, 
the p'oet, the American millionaire, the juvenile offender, etc.; 
also the devil); (2) species of animals (the lion, the cat); (3) plants (the 
tulip, the potato, the violet, etc.); (4) precious stones (the emerald, 
the beryl, etc.); (5) cultural products (the telephone, the duel, the beer
hall, the book, the play., the drama, the rouble, the metre, etc.)'· 
The list of such nouns can be extended a littlell. First of all, nouns of measure 
(time, 'space, weight, number, quantity, etc.) in the so-called distributive usa
ge also have the generalizing isolative meaning (by the thousand, the litre, 
the. dozen, etc.; sixpence the bottle; two dollars the pound). Then, 
the names of parts of the body can also be used in this way. (Smoking is cer· 
tainly bad for the throat. Writing with the left hand creates prob· 
lems in school R. Long). Finally, we may add the names of seasons and parts 
of the, day (the morning, the winter). This usage (the definite article with ge
neraIizing isolative meaning) is, on the whole, quite uncharacteristic of uncoun
table'nounsl2• But it is rather common with plural nouns, especially with the names 
of nationalities, families, parties, etc.'": The women make their influence 
felt in politics now (R. Long). The idea of collectiveness is always implied 
here: not separate individuals but the class as a whole is denoted, 

The meaning of the unmarked members of the opposition must be defined negative
ly, as the absence of isolation. It is present in the case of nouns with theindefinite 

• Cp. P. ChristopherseD, Op. cit., § 10 (p. 29); O. EcnepceH, Cl>unocoljlHR rpaMMaTHKH, 
M., 1958, CTp. 124. 

10 P. ChristopherseD, Op. cit., § 59 (p. 128-129) 
11 See R. Long, The Sentence and its Parts, The UDiversity of Chicago Press, 1962, p. 295-

297. 
" Christophersen has Doted only a few UDcoUDtable DOUDS that are used with the seneraliz

ing isolative meaning: the weather, the air, the wind, the light, the law,the life, and some others 
(See P. Christophersen, Op. cit., § 64 (p. 145). We may add the, beautiful "that which has 
beauty", the bad "that which is bad", etc. In this case it is rather dilTicult or even impossible 
to distinguish coUDtables from UDcoUDtables, on the one hand, aDd the seneraliziDg isolative 
meaning from the simply isolative meaning, on the other hand. Neither is it ,so very important to 
observe' such distinctioDS. 

" P. ChristopherseD, Op. <:it., § 64(p. 146); R. Lons, 01'. cit., p. 295. 
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article and nouns without an article14• Alternatively it may be said that nouns 
in this usage have only classifying meaning. The nounal classifying meaning' 
equally inherent to nouns with the definite article, may be considered the 
basis of the opposition isolated v. non-isolated. At the same time nouns with the 
indefinite article or without it have separate syntagmatic meanings. For example, 
singular countable nouns may acquire the numerical meaning "one" (a thou
sand years; a quarter of an hour). The generalizing meaning is also met 
with. But all the .cases of the use of nouns with a (an) or without an article 
are similar in that the meaning of isolation is lacking. 

Having discussed the problem of meaning, we shall now turn to the problem 
of the actual scope of the category. In our interpretation the category is presen
ted as a system which does not consist only of nouns with the articles the, 
a (an) (what may be termed analytical morphological forms) and nouns with no 
article (what may be termed synthetic morphological forms), though these forms, 
no doubt, constitute the grammatical centre of the category. We include in the sys
tem also the attributive word-groups the attributes of which have a lexical mean
ning consistent with the grammatical meaning of isolation (or non-isolation) and 
perform the functions of the auxiliaries the, a (an), i. e.render the presence 
of the articles unnecessary. These words, together with the articles the, a (an), 
may be termed determinatives. On account of mutual exclusiveness (e. g. the 
cannot be used with my: *the my book) and meaning, the following words must 
be classified as the substitutes for the definite article: this, these, that, those, 
my, our, thy, your, his, her, its, their, whose, which, what (with 
the isolative meaning, like in What clothes she has are unsuitable), a 
genitive form. These words (together with the) may be termed defini te 
determinatives. Analogically the substitutes for the indefinite article 
are distinguishe~: one, every, each, some, any, either, another, 
neither, no, whatever (whatsoever), whichever (whichsoever). 
These words (together with the indefinite article) will be termed in d e
finite determinatives 16• The general scheme of the article may be 
illustrated as follows: 

11 Here we shall not comment on the distinction between nouns with tbe indefinite article 
and nouns witbout an article. But it is selfevident that the marking of countability by means of 
a (an) is related more to tbe category of number than to the category of article. 

" The terms "definite" "indefinite" (determinatives), just like "the definite article" and 
"the indefinite article", sbould be taken as purely tnlditionai terms, but not as suggestive 
of the meaning of definiteness. 

We do not oppose the notion "morpheme" to the notion "word"o Both notional and auxi
liary words may be characterized as morpbemes (or combinations of morphemes). Thus the, a 
(an) are both words and morphemes. The combinations "the, Q (an)+ooun" and "this, some, 
etc.+nOUD" may be equally referred to as word-groups. But the word-groups ",he, a (an) 
noun" are purely morpbological (wbat we call analytical forms). We may refer to ",he, an (an)+ 
noun" as definite and indefinite nouns (or forms). lbe word-groups "this, some, etc.+noun" 
are morpbological in that their attributes perform morpbological functions identical with the 
functions of 'he, a(an), but, on the other band, they are like regular attributive word-groups 
in that these determinatives are semantically full. In this case we may also use the terms "defini
te (indefinite) nouns (or forms)", because in our interpretation of tbe grammatical categories the 
term "form" means "s unit of a grammatical category". 
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Definite Douns (forms) 

the 
this 
these 
that 
those 
my, our, etc. 

language(s) 
which 

I 
what 
wbose 
JOM'S 
one's 
[bothl" 
YODder 

IDdefiDite nOUDS (forms) 
laoguage 
laoguages 

a 
ODe 
every 
each 
some 
aoy 
aoother 
either 
Deither 
no 
whatever 
(whatsoever) 
whichever 
(whichsoever) 

laoguage 

Traditional grammars often classify the articles as pronouns, the latter, in their 
turn, being often classified as adjectives (Sweet, Jespersen, Cunne, Onions)l7. What 
is even more important, the articles are analysed in these grammars as closely re
lated to many of our determinatives, in these traditional grammars provide us with 
much valuable material for the analysis of the relationships within the class of the de
terminatives. On the other hand, we must do justice to the approaches which ana
lyse the articles as quite a separate class of words (Zandvoort, Ivanova, Scheur
weghs)lB. These illustrate that grammarians realize the grammatical peculia
rity of the articles and they make a distinction between syntactical and mor
phological determinations. Our class of determinatives is rather like those distin
guished in many newer grammars (Long, Roberts, Strang)lo. But even these gram
mars have no reliable criterion·of classification. Words are classified as deter
minatives mainly on account of their pronominal meaning. Our principle of clas
sification, it seems, enables us to define the limits of the class of detenninatives 
rather precisely. The next step should be the analysis of the determinatives from 
the point of view of their mutual relationships. Some newer methods, first of all 
those of generative grammar, may prove to be especially effective. But all this is 
work still to be done. And we may well end with the commonplace remark that 
the problem of the article still needs further probing into. 

Vilniaus ValstybiDis V. Kapsuko 
uoiversitetas 

Aogl,! kalbos katedra 

Iteikta 
1967 m. gruodfio meD. 

" both sbows a teDdency to become a definite determiDative as very often both men=both 
Ihe men. 

" H. Sweet, A New EDglisb Grammar, Part I, Oxford, 1925, § 83-84; G. O. Curme, 
A Grammar of the EDglish Laoguage, vol. Ill, Boston, 1931, p. 510-514; C. T. ODions, An 
AdvaDced English SYDtax, LondoD, 1927, p. 150-151; O. EenepeeH, Op. cit., p. 123-130 . 

.. R. W. ZaDdvoort, A Haodbook of EDglisb Grammar, LoDgmaos, 1960, p. 117-123; 
G. Scheurwegbs, Preseot-DayEoglishSyotax, LoDgmaos, 1961, p. 93-102; B. H. )I{ H r'An 0, 
un. HB.HOB., J).J). HoIjIHK, COBpeMeHHblllaKrnHllcKHA 1I3b1K, M., 1956, p. 216-227. The 
latter grammar meDtioDS determiDatives as words closely related to the articles. 

" R. LODg, Op. cit., p. 46-49, 290-337. P. Roberts, English SeDteDces, New York, 
1962, p. 20-21; B. M. H. StraDg, Modem EDglisb StructUre, New York, 1963, p. 108-117. 
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ARTIKELIS DABARTINI1:JE ANGLŲ KALBOJE 

A. STEPONAVICIUS 

Reziumė 

Pateikiamoji ~orija nagnneJa artikeli ne kaip grynai gramatinę kategoriją. 

bet kaip gramatinę-Ieksikinę kategoriją. Jos pagrindas yra žymimųjų ir nežymimų
jų formų priešpastatymas. Formalūs žymimu.mo (arba nežymimumo) požymiai 
yra vadinamieji 4eterminatyvai. Žymimosios formos - tai daiktavardžiai, kurių 
determinacija išreikšta vienu iš šių žodžių: the, this, that, those, my, our, your, 
thy, his, her, its, their, whose, which, what, arba kilmininko linksnio daiktavar
džiu. Tai vadinamos žymimosios determinacijos žodžiai. Nežymimosios formos -
tai daiktavardžiai, kurių determinacija išreikšta žodžiais a (an), one, another, 
every, each, some, any, either, neither, no, whatever, whichever arba determina
tyvinio žodžio nebuvimu. Tai nežymimosios determinacijos žodžiai. Žymimosios 
ir nežymimosios formos priešpastatomos pagal izoliacijos (išskyrimo) reikšmę_ 

APTUKJlb B COBPEMEHHOM AHfJlUACKOM Sl3blKE 

A .. CTEnOHABJ1lUOC 

Pe310Me 

B p;aHHoii TeOpHH apTHKJlb npep;CTaBJleH He KaK ŲHCTO rpaMMaTHųeCKaR, HO 
KaK rpaMMaTHKO-JleKCHųeCKaR KaTeropHR. OCHoooii ee RBJlReTCR npoTHoono
CTaBJleHHe onpep;eJleHHbIX H Heonpep;eJleHHblX <jJoPM. cĮl0pMaJlbHbIMH nOKa3areJlR
MH onpep;eJleHHOCTH HJlH Heonpep;eJleHHOCTH CŲHTaIOTCR T.H. p;erepMHHaTHBbI 
(onpep;eJlHreJlH). Onpep;eJleHHaR p;eTepMHHaUHR BblpalKaeTcR cJlep;YIOI.I.lHMH CJlO
BaJlH: the, this, that, those, my, our, your, thy, his, its, their, whose, which, what 
HJlH <jJopMoii npHTRlKaTeJlbHoro nap;eJKa. Heonpep;eJleHHaR p;eTepMHHaUHR Bblpa
lKaeTClI CJlOBaMH: a (an), one, another, every, each, some, any, either, neither, 
no, whatever, whįchever HJlH OTCYTcTBHeM p;erepMHHaTHBoB. Onpe.l\eJleHHble H He
onpep;eJleHHble <jJopMbI npoTHBonOCTaBJllIIOTCR no 3HaųeHHIO BbI;1.eJleHHR (H30Jlll-
1I.HH). 
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